DELIVERYTRACK KEY FEATURES
DELIVERY PROCESS
Signature Capture: Capture electronic delivery confirmation signature on a handheld mobile device.
Vehicle Tracking and Driver Connectivity: Monitor the exact location and progress of drivers on route with
real-time GPS to better answer customer questions, monitor efficiency, and keep costs down. Also use realtime GPS to view current positions to re-route drivers based on customer needs.
Granular Item Validation: Validate items at a tote, manifest, and/or Rx level to fit your pharmacy's specific
chain of custody or verification needs. Validation minimizes errors and ensures the right item makes it to the
right stop.
Barcode Scanning: Reliably track items by scanning barcoded totes, manifests, or Rx’s. Scanned information is
automatically synchronized back to the pharmacy server where an electronic delivery manifest is generated
for qualified proof of delivery.
Asset Tracking: Pinpoint the location of valuable products and equipment by tracking any barcoded item
(DME, Rx’s, EDKs, IV equipment, fax machines).
Tote and Stop Validation: Attach a unique barcode to each tote to associate totes with specific stops, or
attach a barcode to a nurses’ station to be scanned for correct stop verification.
Scan On Enabled: Drivers can scan any items they plan to take on their route upon pick up at the pharmacy.
The system documents pick up by a specific driver, providing full chain of custody. This is extremely beneficial
to those using a courier service.
Route Optimization: Save fuel and driver time by calculating optimum routes by mileage.
Facility Notification: Send automated fax notifications to facility personnel informing them of completed
deliveries.
UPS Integration: Track items through the UPS delivery process with completed UPS manifest, including the
signature returned to DeliveryTrack upon delivery.
Route Manipulation: User-friendly route editing allows users to easily merge routes and rearrange stops.


Automatic Route Creation: Some pharmacy systems can automatically create a route based on
what is going out that day. For example, if a routine route has 25 stops, but only 3 of those
stops have deliveries pending for that day, then DeliveryTrack will list and plot only those 3
stops.




Route Cloning: Copy a route to create a template in order to speed route creation.
Dynamic Route Modification: Drivers in the field can add a stop while a route is in progress.

Reports: Oversee processes, drivers, and productivity in your pharmacy with information such as driver
delivery patterns, items out for dispatch, items delivered, stop duration, return reasons, and proof of delivery.
View comprehensive delivery manifests that provide information such as confirmation signatures, role and
name of signee, and date and time of delivery.

PROOF OF DELIVERY
Detailed Delivery Manifests: Fully qualified proof of delivery manifests are easily searchable and include date,
time, location of delivery, signature and role of signee, any returned items, and driver’s name. Generating
proof of compliance during an audit is quick and easy.
Real-Time Item Tracking: Find the delivery status of any item as it makes its way through the delivery process.
Multi-system Delivery Look Up: Search for delivery status information in DeliveryTrack or DocuTrack.
Reconciliation Report: Reconcile what was dispensed with what was delivered and signed for, thereby
ensuring that all proof of delivery is in the system and that there will be no surprises during an audit.
Time Zone Intelligent: Documented delivery time reflects the time zone of the facility delivered to even if the
facility is located in a different time zone than your server or dispatch workstation.

INTERFACES
Multiple Interfaces: DeliveryTrack interfaces to all major pharmacy systems and packaging solutions, offering
robust and in many cases bi-directional information exchange.
Full Integration with DocuTrack: Tight integration ensures delivery confirmation is associated to the original
prescription. Delivery manifests are imported into DocuTrack where staff can easily retrieve them to answer
customer questions. Send manifests to a designated DocuTrack folder based on specific document import
rules for review or monitoring by staff.

INFRASTRUCTURE
System Security: Your data is protected with mirrored drives (RAID1) installed on a server in your pharmacy
for highly reliable data redundancy.

User Security: Ensure data security and appropriate permissions for dispatch workstations and mobile devices,
by allowing IT staff to set user permissions.
Custom Configuration: Customize DeliveryTrack to your business typology with the flexibility of multipharmacy, multi-interface, multi-courier installs on a single server, while running the mobile component on
Windows Mobile or Android.
Web Portal: Allow customers to log into DeliveryTrack’s web portal to check the delivery status of their
orders, saving staff time and enhancing your customers’ experience.
Web Service Interface Enhancements: Data sent in through a web service based interface can now be parsed
through regular expressions. DeliveryTrack interfaces can now be developed more easily and with greater
flexibility.

